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THE PHC CERNER LEARNER 

From the desk of Dr. Janet Simons Your by physicians, for physicians source for CST Cerner information at PHC 

  

THIS WEEK I LEARNED 

UPDATING  PATIENT INFORMATION 

Want to update the PCP, family 

contact, or other Patient Information? 

You can! Open PM Conversation and 

then update away! 

This week I learned that it’s not as easy as I thought to properly ‘review’ a 

patient’s allergies. Apparently that nice big button that says “Complete 

Reconciliation” in Provider view does nothing. To ‘properly’ review allergies (and 

stop that annoying pop up every time you go to place a medication order), click 

on the allergies in the banner bar and then click “Mark all reviewed:” 

Click here 

Then 

click here 

This does 
nothing!! 
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HAVE A 

GREAT IDEA? 
Share feedback and submit your 

ideas and questions for this 

newsletter on the MSA website at 

www.phcmedstaff.ca/cst. Old 

editions are also available, so 

share away! Happy learning!  

~Janet 

ORDER HYGIENE 

We all have a responsibility to keep 

a patient’s chart neat and tidy. Old 

orders clutter a patient’s chart, can 

cause confusion, and lead to 

incorrect care being provided to 

patients. As a courtesy to our 

nursing staff, pharmacists, and 

consulting providers, please 

endeavour to review the Orders 

Profile daily for unneeded orders, 

such as old powerplans (ex for 

completed procedures), isolation 

orders (dc droplet/contact 

precautions once the COVID swab 

is back!), and duplicated 

medication or laboratory orders. 

Make it a part of your daily 

rounding habit. 

SMART (TOKEN) 

MEDICATION LISTS 

There are two new helpful “Smart 

Tokens” which you can use in 

custom autotext templates. A 

standard “Medication List” and a 

“Patient Friendly Medication List” 

which produces a medication list 

similar to what you get on a 

discharge summary. For a refresher 

on how to create your own custom 

autotexts and include SmartTokens 

within them, see page two. 

http://www.phcmedstaff.ca/cst
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    CREATING AUTOTEXT WITH MEDS LISTS 
To modify auto text, first navigate to the 

Manage Auto Text window by clicking 

“Auto Text Copy” on the top bar, then 

under “Auto Text Library” click the   

icon. Then click the blue         to add 

new auto text. 

Then click the icon to open the 

Smart Template window : 

When it comes to the day-to-day use of Cerner in your 

clinical area, no one knows better than you what you 

actually need to know to get through your day. I’d love for 

you to be able to share that knowledge with a colleague. 

Whether it’s a new medical staff in your discipline or 

someone returning from leave who needs a refresher, 

‘physician to physician’ is the best way to ensure that we 

are teaching what actually needs to be learned.  

If you would be willing to provide a 1-to-1 ‘crash course’ 

session for a colleague in your area who would benefit, 

please sign up online at phcmedstaff.ca/cst. You will be 

contacted when we have a need that matches with your 

knowledge area(s). Funding at standard sessional rates 

will be provided for your time. 

Join us on the Signal Chat group to keep 

learning, ask ad-hoc questions, and make 

suggestions for future improvements. 

Download the Signal App from your App 

Store, then scan the QR code below to join! 
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